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Hi everyone !

Welcome to our very special, Spring Sprung special. Earlier this year, when curating the Dutch edition, Frederique
and I encountered a huge first-world problem: there was too
much beauty to choose from. Also, we saw an energy emerging between a couple of works that needed to be presented
separately and seen together. It would become our Spring
Special.
For me, this special is a happy one. Full of floral beauty, nature, warmth and a bit of heat. A selection of works
that beats the drums for new beginnings, which a lot of
us need right now. I am, once again, amazed and honoured
that all of these wonderful works found their way to us.
Furthermore, I am delighted that, in our own way, we are
connecting more women who can inspire, elevate, and support each other.
My Emerging journey recently led me to Berlin, where I am
writing now. I am currently working on a Berlin edition
and finding ways to expand the mag. Thank you to all of you
who continue to follow, tune in, and message. Huge thank
you to Giulia Bierens de Haan, for always and invariably
being so giddy to make stunning designs for us. Thank you
to Frederique Jonker for co-curating this special. Thank
you to my intern (goodness, I have an intern!) Joy Ravenswaaij, who has written the majority of this special and
given me a massive boost of energy to work on new steps.
Spring has sprung!
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Selected artistS

Astrid de Pauw
Ellen Grael
Gerda Maas
Inge van der Storm
Marianne Epiney
Marieke Noort
Martine Lemmens
Nathalie Brans
Sasja Wagenaar
Siaofeng Nigro
Susana Mulas Lastra
Tessa Maagdenberg

Website: www.ellengrael.nl
Instagram: @ellengrael

‘ME’ Being an Artist : Pastel Painting, 100 x 140cm,
washed ink with charcoal and pastel on paper.2019. 2020.

Ellen Grael

The Pastelpainting ‘ME’ Being an
Artist by Ellen Grael takes us to
The waters of Venice. When Grael
visited Venice for the first time
in 2018, she noticed lines on the
walls which marked the danger of
the rising waters in Venice. From
then on, the thought of what could
happen if there would not be any
interference took up a place in
Grael’s mind. Besides the historical buildings and artworks, her attention was mostly attracted by the
colours of the lagoon, the floating
seaweed and the islands surrounding Venice. When Grael came home,
she started to create a series of
pastel paintings called ‘The waters
of Venice’, that depict the atmosphere of these captivating waters.
The use of pastel colors for the
water, the land and flowers express
the lagoon’s richness of color.
As becomes evident in this series,
nature and environmental issues
are important subjects of Ellen

Grael’s work. Her love for nature
started in the Netherlands which
is ironically situated under the
sea level: “In my childhood I took
many walks with my family into the
nearby woods in Friesland and (...)
long walks along the sea shore and
the dunes. As a teenager, I was
concerned about all kinds of environmental issues, like maintaining
the Wadden Sea and following all
kinds of Greenpeace activities. I
partly owed this interest in nature
to my education. Through the years,
my love for plants and nature grew
and I recorded it on paper. (...)
I recently found an old sketchbook
with reed pen sketches which I made
during a vacation in France in the
eighties. One of the notes says: ’I
only can feel fine ( or better ) as
I am able to put nature with all
its movements and impressions on
paper.’ I was amazed to reread this
and at such a young age because
after so many years it’s still current to me.”

Website: www.siaofengnigro.wixsite.com/siaofengnigro
Instagram: @siaofengnigro
Drawing from the series ‘The enormous crack of the pomegranate’.
watercolour pencils, water based crayon, fineliner on paper.

Siaofeng Nigro

Sometimes nature needs to be magnified for us to notice its grandeur.
The drawing from the series ‘the
enormous crack of the pomegranate’
attracts the eye with its splurges
of bold colors and the form takes
us close to the outer and inner
part of the pomegranate. Siaofeng
Nigro enlarges the pomegranate in
her drawing to confront us with the
enormous power of nature, a resemblance towards humanity and towards
beauty of diversity.
Siaofeng Nigro gets inspired by
the inner strength of nature that
becomes noticeable when it is huge
enough to draw people’s attention,
for example the enormous tension,
an underlying process of inner
strength which is the cause of the
crack of the pomegranate.
Here she discovers a parallel between nature and humanity. Coming
from a culturally diverse back-

ground she relates the tension from
nature with social emotional tensions in cultural society.
She sees the outside of the pomegranate as a unity and the inside,
the view of the seeds as diversity
with all kinds of possibilities.
The depiction of seeds inside the
pomegranate, symbolizes also new
life. Important for new visions,
new perspectives, and the ability to break through conservative
ideas.
Siaofeng Nigro: “Let’s take a closer look at the pomegranate, because
it is meant to confront us with
an underlying tension, an inner
strength of nature which relates to
tension in human lives. Which in
the end has a wonderful result; the
beauty of diversity.

Website: www.ingevanderstorm.nl
Instagram: @ingevanderstorm
Knit and purl: Soft pastels 59.4 x 84 cm 2020

Inge van der Storm

Can a drawing be abstract and figurative at the same time?
Inge van der Storm creates drawings with soft pastels inspired by
handwork techniques like knitting,
crochet, weaving, lace and embroidery. The drawing ‘Knit and pur’
refers to the handwork technique
of knitting. Besides the title of
the drawing, you can recognize the
inspiration of knitting by the
portrayal of the wool texture, its
soft but firm structure and the pattern it creates. When you leave out
the idea of knitting as the subject and mainly focus on what you
see, you can view the drawing as
an abstract piece full of colour,
movement and bended forms.
Inge van der Storm beautifully describes the journey of creating her
drawings which can at first be viewed
as figurative, then as abstract and
at the end as figurative again:

“In the beginning there is a
thread. Ingenious techniques and
able hands force the thread into
beautiful structures and colourful
embroidery. Not only perfection
is interesting. Struggling hands,
frustration, wear, errors, damage,
those elements also tell a story
and may exist. And when the thread
after due time is freed from its
pattern, it reveals graciously
its origin. Then there is a line.
With my eyes and hands I follow
the thread; I watch its course,
straightforward, curving, turning,
disappearing and reappearing, and
that’s what I draw. Mostly small at
first, with pencil, black and white.
I draw knitting work, crochet,
braid-work, weaving work, knotting,
embroidery, etcetera. I use these
little drawings for bigger compositions where I add layers, space
and colour. These big drawings,
made with soft pastels are abstract
but at the same time recognizable
and traceable to the beginning: the
thread.”

Website: www.gerdamaas.com
Instagram: @gerda_maas

Hidden Memories I polymer, seed pods of the money flower,
23.75 crts of gold leaf, metal wire, 75 x 60 cm.

Gerda Maas

Hidden Memories I is made from seed
pods of the money flower that form
a rectangular shape together. The
seed pods are gilded with 23,75
carat gold leaf for which Gerda
Maas has used her own unique technique with polymers. The metal wire
connects the seed pods with each
other and creates whirls at the
ends of the rectangle. According to
Maas, her work is all about whirls.
In the case of Hidden Memories I,
it is about whirls in the brain.
Gerda Maas worked together with
the Alzheimer Center of the UMC in
Amsterdam to create Hidden Memories
I. The work portrays cross sections
of and connections in the brain
that are studied by the Alzheimer Center through for example MRI
or MEG scans. Gerda Maas saw the
comparison between the seed pods

and brain cells when spring came to
an end: “The seeds pods which I use
came from my little garden house.
At the end of the season they were
torn apart, full of little damages
just like the Alzheimer’s brain.”
When you take a good look at the
seed pods, you can notice discolouration and other imperfections. Maas
created the image of an Alzheimer’s
brains scan with these damaged seed
pods to symbolize the damaged brain.
Hidden Memories I was on display
in the science department of the
Alzheimer Center while another work
of Maas in collaboration with the
UMC was displayed in the patients
department which symbolized that
science and care for the patients
are deeply connected.

Website: www.susanamulas.nl
Instagram: @susanamulaslastra

Untitled, Pastel on paper, 2021, 200 x 150cm

Susana Mulas Lastra

“How do we look at our planet?” and
“How do we relate to the nature
around us?” are questions that Susana Mulas Lastra asks herself and
the viewers of her art. She wants
us to look around to awaken our
relationship with nature. Susana
Mulas Lastra mostly gets inspired
by the nature that our eyes can not
see, which are the small and almost
invisible organisms in the water.
Their beauty, mystery and importance for the planet is what fascinates her the most.
Susana Mulas Lastra’s background
in Biology beautifully reflects
in her art: “As an ecologist, I
look in a specific way to nature.
I approach my medium, paper, as a
microscope through which I am able
to zoom in on very small organisms.
These interactions create colourful magnified worlds where detailed
shapes connect with one another and
with their environment, similar to
an ecosystem. Full of curiosity I
investigate and I continue to be

amazed by the beauty of these little creatures. I want to transmit
this beauty and therefore the value
of this life to others.”
Susana Mulas Lastra’s pastel drawing portrays one of these mysterious organisms. The use of colour, the coral-like pattern and
extra-ordinary forms contribute in
shaping the alien-like mystery of
underwater organisms. Moreover, the
drawing shows the artist’s reflections of how mother earth is both
fragile and powerful at the same
time. The idea of mother earth as a
woman let Susana Mulas Lastra examine the similarities between female
organs and micro-organisms such as
aquatic creatures. If you focus on
the drawing, you can see that the
pink coral-like pattern could also
be viewed as the female organ. This
can serve as a reminder of how we
as humans are more interconnected with nature than our eyes could
grasp at first glance.

Website: www.tessamaagdenberg.nl
Instagram: @art_by_tessamaagdenberg

Abstract 2020/001, ink and acrylics on paper, 53 cm x 120 cm, 2020

Tessa Maagdenberg

A single bold stroke moves from
the upper right, down to the left
of the paper. The background of
the stroke is neutral which keeps
your attention solely on the
stroke. Golden flowers and leaves
emerge through the black lines of
the stroke. These golden ornaments
are inspired by wallpaper designs
and patterns found in nature and
daily life.
Artist Tessa Maagdenberg explores
how gestural marks, bold strokes
and the existing wallpaper pattern
create a new story together: “My
work is all about exploring the
balance between the juxtapositions
of large scale strokes against the
small scale industrial wallpaper
patterns and finding the dialogue
between the two. The process of my
authentic mark making, the elimina-

tion and re-introductions of parts
of the pattern is endlessly fascinating. My aim is that the joyous
energy and inspiration felt when
creating will be transferred to
the observer long after the ‘bold
strokes’ have been set.”
The material choices are inspired
by the different countries where
Tessa Maagdenberg has lived over
the years. The abstract painting is
made on wallpaper with Chinese ink
and acrylic paint. The choice of
ink is inspired by Vietnam and Japan while the use of wallpaper with
baroque-like designs reminds her of
lush details in Turkish life. As
Tessa Maagdenberg phrases herself:
“I am Dutch by birth, but feel like
a global citizen.”

Website: www.astriddepauw.nl
Instagram: @astrid_de_pauw

‘Wallflower I’ drawing in Chinese rice paper, 2020,

27 x 22 cm (without frame)

Astrid de Pauw

Astrid de Pauw explores the fine
line between memory, dream and
reality. She gets inspired by the
richness of daily impressions that
surrounds her. By creating ‘Wallflower I’, she searches for ground
and understanding in this complex
reality of impressions.
De Pauw combines her love for fabric expression by using various designs and images in her Wallflowers
series. When you look at the work,
you can see how the flower print
repeats itself. The layering in the
work reveals the expression of the
flower fabric which is drawn on Chinese rice paper. De Pauw chose to
draw on Chinese rice paper since it
is very light and thin. Therefore,
the paper already makes the image

look like a thin woven fabric. The
ink gets elevated and coincidences
arise in the image due to the thin
material. The paper is semi translucent just like the portrayed flower print which reveals the woman’s
breast.
The combination of repetitions and
the layering that shimmers through,
makes sure that looking at ‘Wallflower I’ gives you a dream-like
experience. As Astrid de Pauw says
herself: “Both, the act of drawing and looking at the work, gives
space to think. Although the patterns are lavish, they give a rest
when looking at them, as if the
pause button of life is pressed
for a moment and there is time to
wonder.”

Website: www.wagenaarvanco.nl
Instagram: @sasjawagenaar

In between, acrylic on canvas, 100 x 140 cm

Sasja Wagenaar

The painting ‘In between’ shows a
porcelain bowl with blue ornaments
and golden outlines. As the viewer, we look at the bowl through the
depicted fabric that hangs in front
of it. The fabric seems to be very
thin and transparent with small
tassels at the end. From underneath
the fabric, we can see the bowl’s
reflection. Sasja Wagenaar focuses
on the expression and combination
of these different materials and
textures which makes this painting
an enchanting still life.
Sasja Wagenaar created ‘In between’
from direct observation. She gets
inspired by the process of labour
such as the acts of understanding,
applying, repeating and evolving.
Another important source of inspiration for Wagenaar’s work is the
old Dutch tradition of still life
painting. She feels connected with
artists from Dutch art history since

she is facing the same challenges as
they did such as working with composition, light, colour and creating a
narrative. In her own words: “Associating the principles of the classic still life with familiar present-day objects, I can experience a
profound connection with a venerable
Tradition (of painting).”
You can recognize that Sasja Wagenaar applied a painting technique
from art history to ‘In between’
called chiaroscuro.This technique is used to make the contrast
between light and dark colours
stronger. A light from the left
of the painting puts the porcelain bowl in the spotlight. This
light is in contrast with the dark
coloured surface that the bowl
stands on. Hereby, Wagenaar balances the use of chiaroscuro in contrast with the fragility of porcelain and the abundance of fabric.

Website: mariekenoort.nl
Instagram: @marieke.noort

Vaas 024, monoprint on paper, 32,5 x 50 cm, 2018

Marieke Noort

She was determined to create 100
vases. It ended up becoming a
collection of 107 vases. Why so
many? Because she worries. And
when Marieke worries, she makes
images. “My concerns about nature,
climate, social injustice, poverty and disrespect: I all translate
them in to images. That sounds
very heavy, but my translations
are not heavy at all. I try to
give a feminine answer to problems
that are caused by a dominance
that is historically masculine.”
Using an old leather press, she
presses material structures into
prints. She experiments with all
sorts of materials and plants,
but, according to Marieke, the
plant prints are usually the most
beautiful ones.

In her series of vases, the shape of
the vase is often established by the
print that the plant leaves behind.
Seeing all of her vases together,
evokes feelings of happiness, and a
touch of endearing obsessiveness.
Marieke admits: “I am infatuated
with nature. I can’t even go for a
stroll in the local forest without
taking something home with me. Often, I will spot a piece of perfect
spiky grass, or a gorgeous yellow
leaf, which I know could form the
base for my next print. I have the
same obsessiveness when it comes to
fashion and movies, especially oriental ones. I am endlessly inspired
by those things.”

Website: martinelemmens.nl
Instagram: @martine_lemmens

Roede strick (red bow), felt, varying dimensions, 2015

Martine Lemmens

A typical rural environment, with
colours that are so known to the
Dutch: The blue sky, white clouds
and green grass. Suddenly disrupted
by a huge bow that seems to hug,
embrace or celebrate the environment. All the typicalities are
suddenly elevated to a supernatural
level by this adorable, joyful and
oddly powerful gesture. It is the
‘Roede Strick’ by Martine Lemmens.
The soft, felt disruption that
celebrates something I would have
otherwise overlooked.
After her studies in art history
and having specialized in fashion
photography, Martine Lemmens started
working as a hat designer. Here, she
had her first encounters with felt,
which later became her most important material to work with.

Martine’s red bow adorns the landscape of an orchard in the Netherlands, which reminds her of the
farm she grew up at as a child.
At the farm, there were dozens of
orchards, and she became fascinated
by the subtle balance between the
human desire for order and consistency when altering the discourse
of natural processes. The orchard
is just a small example of this
tendency, but on a larger, more
problematic scale, Martine worries
about this human impact on natural
surroundings.
“I see land art as an homage to
nature. When you add something to a
landscape, you somehow express your
respect for it. That is how I view
land art. I add natural materials
to natural environments. I see it
as a gift to all of us.”

Website: nathaliebrans.nl
Instagram: @nathaliebrans

I wish I had more time, cyanotype on textile, 2019
Untitled, cyanotype on textile, 2018

Nathalie Brans

The work of Nathalie Brans hád to
be included in this edition. Brans
is inspired by the solar system,
which affects our existence every
day. A system we owe our springtime
to. “I love the simple beauty of
ancient maps of the Moon, the planets and the stars. Together with
the idea of the Solar System as a
mechanical system these are examples of how we (people) try to get
a grip on the overwhelming immensity of the universe.”
Scientific data, maps of the stars
and the planets, and books about
space travel and astronomy form the
starting point for most of her artworks: installations, artist’s books
and collages. “I love working with
paper and textiles and enjoy the
great diversity in these materials.

The use of paper also refers to the
recording of scientific data. Thanks
to their pliability, paper and textiles are very useful for hand work,
such as embroidery and cutting.”
The works that are pictured are
part of the exhibition ‘Ljos Licht’, meaning light. These works
are about Nathalie’s residency in
Seyðisfjörður, Iceland. The almighty sun is printed on textile
using a cyanotype technique. In
order to capture the sun in an image through her telescope, Nathalie
used a filter. Ironically, the sun
is only visible through the telescope when its surroundings are
darkened by the filter. Despite its
omnipresence and powerful force, it
apparently shines too bright to be
seen through the eyes of some.

Website: marianne-epiney.nl
Instagram: @marianneepiney

Ta parole est une lampe à mes pieds, Et une lumière sur mon sentiez.
Water-based oil on triplex panels, 120 x 90 cm., 2019.

Marianne Epiney

Once, Marianne Epiney was commissioned to create a painting of
florals in a garden. Because she
wanted to give the client some options, she decided to paint multiple floral works: “I made a second
one, and a third one. Then a fourth
one… I basically never stopped.”
Her featured painting makes any
floral-heart explode with love.
The bouquet is quite literally a
centerpiece, which lights up the
entire room while connecting with
its ‘friend’ that is mother nature,
who lovingly guards the house on
the outside.
In the early morning, or late at
night: Marianne doesn’t have a
specific regimen or ritual when it
comes to creating her work. “I

don’t even have a separate studio
space. Any part of my home can be
my studio. My paintings emerge out
of all sorts of energy: when I am
happy, but also when I go through
rough patches. I always continue to
paint. I am always inspired by what
happens around me. The lights, the
space, the garden behind it.”
Marianne does have one daily ritual
that seems to influence her paintings. Every morning she reads from
her bible. Often a psalm, or another text, fits her painting seamlessly, and then it becomes the title.
The title of this painting translates to: “Your word is a lamp for
my feet, a light on my path.”
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Editors				

Marguerite Nolan, Joy Ravenswaaij

Special edition curated by

Frederique Jonker, Marguerite Nolan

Graphic design

Giulia Bierens de Haan

Special thanks to

All those who are featured in this edition.
Thank you for your trust and patience. Thank
you to Frederique, Jools, Joy and Nando.
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Work by Susana Mulas Lastra:
				Untitled, Pastel on paper, 2021, 200 x 150cm
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